APPLICATIONS FOR THE 2023-2024 ACADEMIC YEAR-
MAIN CALL WILL BE BETWEEN NOVEMBER 16-
DECEMBER, 06 2021 @16:00

ERASMUS GRANT SUPPORT IS AVAILABLE
INCLUDING TRAVEL GRANT

700 € Monthly Grant + Travel Grant

ISRAEL TAIWAN SOUTH KOREA HONG KONG
Partner Universities:

**National Taiwan University - Taiwan**
Quota: 1 student (Level: BA/MA/PhD)
Subject Area: All common departments

**Chung Ang University - South Korea**
Quota: 1 student (Level: BA)
Subject Area: All common departments

**Hong Kong Baptist University - Hong Kong**
Quota: 1 student (Level: BA)
Subject Area: All common departments

**Technion Israel Institute of Technology - Israel**
Quota: TBA (Level: BA/MA/PhD)
Subject Area: Engineering and Sciences
HOW TO APPLY FOR THE PROGRAM?

Online Application:

**Step 1:** Complete your application on exchange.sabanciuniv.edu

Click for more information

**Step 2:** Complete application on central Erasmus application portal through*
https://erasmusbasvuru.ua.gov.tr

Click here for the guideline of Erasmus application portal

IMPORTANT: Application should be completed in Step 1 and Step 2. Your university preferences and its order should be same in both system in order your application to be valid.

*The system does not have an English language option, international students could contact suoutgoing@sabanciuniv.edu for assistance on application
Check the partner university information and quota from [http://exchange.sabanciuniv.edu/agreements](http://exchange.sabanciuniv.edu/agreements). You should read through the "important notes" part.

- Check partner university website for more detailed information.

- **Eligibility Criteria**

- Previously taken courses at partner university

- Participate IRO info sessions or office hours

- Check the detailed application instruction before you submit your application.

**Contact:** suoutgoing@sabanciuniv.edu

IRO
Website: [https://iro.sabanciuniv.edu/students/exchange/outgoing](https://iro.sabanciuniv.edu/students/exchange/outgoing)